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COMMUNITY-BASED HEALTH SERVICES, FUNDING CUTS 
Matter of Public Interest 

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mrs D.J. Guise):  Today I received a letter from the Leader of the Opposition 
seeking to debate as a matter of public interest the following motion - 

That this House opposes the Labor Government’s funding cuts to community-based health services. 

If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it. 

[At least five members rose in their places.] 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  The matter shall proceed on the usual basis. 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the Opposition) [3.52 pm]:  I move the motion. 

I would like to draw the attention of members to the cuts to mental health services, particularly community-
based mental health services, but before I do that, I acknowledge the presence of Gavin, Beth, Margaret and 
Graham in the gallery.  They are just four people who are representative of many others who are fighting to have 
mental health services restored.  Among them are carers of people with mental illnesses and those who are 
suffering from mental illnesses.  By way of example, the consumer advocacy service has been cut.  Margaret and 
Gavin have relied heavily on this service and its loss has devastated them.  Gavin says the cuts have brought 
back the stigma that used to be attached to mental illness, because, following these changes, mentally ill people 
feel they are not worthy.  Graham’s wife suffered from a mental illness for four years prior to her passing five 
months ago.  He is fighting for the restoration of these services for people suffering from mental illness and their 
carers.  Virtually no services are available in country areas.  These people are suffering and they feel neglected 
and ignored by this Government and the system.   

I will not speak for long because I want to leave time for other members to speak on this issue.  On 16 
September, the Gallop Labor Government, through the Minister for Health, announced cuts to a range of health 
services, in particular $2 million worth of cuts to mental health programs.  The minister referred to these services 
in public comment as luxuries and being nice.  People who have mental illnesses, their carers, their families and 
their friends do not regard these services as luxuries.  The cuts included the cancellation of a family early 
intervention program for children under the age of five.  What sort of Government makes cuts to a program 
designed to identify and intervene in the mental health problems of children under the age of five?  Clearly, early 
identification and prevention is not only in the interests of the patient and his or her family, but it is also in the 
interests of the community.  This Government also cut the therapy program for adolescents in the 12 to 16-year-
old age group.  It cut funding for a drug education program - the life education program - that was designed to 
advise and educate children on the dangers of substance abuse, including drug abuse, and the implication that has 
for mental health.  I am advised by professionals working in the mental health system that while no clear 
statistics exist, anecdotally, perhaps a third of the people in the mental health system are there in one way or 
another because of problems related to drug abuse.  It is not necessarily the cause of their problems but their 
mental conditions have been exacerbated and influenced in some way by drugs.  Surely, in areas of health, 
particularly mental health, we should be prepared to support community groups.   

Mental health is probably the most rapidly increasing area of health need in the community.  Perhaps this is a 
function of the modern world, of marital breakdowns or depression.  The statistics on suicides alone show that 
the issue is at least as important - possibly more important - as the impact of the number of deaths from road 
trauma.  However, this Government has described these services as luxuries and as being nice.  Perhaps this 
minister got it wrong.  Today he has the opportunity to say he got it wrong, as he admitted he got it wrong on the 
keep fit or mobility classes for seniors.   

I find it incredible that the Government claims that the health budget is under pressure when funding for health, 
including federal funding, has gone up enormously and there have been substantial increases in actual dollars 
available.  However, the cuts will not affect the bureaucracy; the cuts will affect those in jeopardy!  Who could 
be more vulnerable in the community than those suffering from mental health problems and their carers?  
Amongst that group, who could be more vulnerable than children under the age of five and adolescents?  During 
the time of the previous Government, previous health ministers recognised the growing severity of and 
community-wide issues associated with mental health.  Perhaps it is an issue that should have been recognised 
20 years ago.  However, it was recognised in the mid 1990s.  The previous Government set about substantially 
increasing funding and services in mental health.  It set a target - not an outrageous target; it simply said that it 
should aim to spend 10 per cent of the health budget on mental health.  The share had started to increase, but, 
unfortunately, it has now gone backwards.   
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In the area of mental health as well as other areas of health, the community, through publicly paid medical and 
support staff, will probably never meet the demand.  Caring for people with varying levels of mental health 
problems such as depression and anxiety and identifying and helping in the early stages is probably best done at 
the community level through their families and friends, volunteers and support agencies.  The amount of money 
paid to these various non-government organisations was small by any standard; we are talking about $100 000, 
$200 000 or $300 000, not millions of dollars!  This was a heartless, ill-considered decision by this Gallop Labor 
Government and it showed a lack of compassion for people with mental health problems in the community.  I 
hope this Government restores those funds to mental health services because, if it does not, the Liberal Party 
certainly will when it gets into government.   

MR M.F. BOARD (Murdoch) [3.58 pm]:  I support this motion.  These cuts to non-government organisations, 
other than the Derbarl Yerrigan service that the minister pointed out today, are only a small part of the overall 
direction that the Government is taking with funding cuts to community-based health services such as preventive 
health and public health programs, which the Government sees as a soft target.  I raise this issue today because 
the minister has done exactly the wrong thing.  He has rewarded the tertiary hospitals for running $200 million 
over budget.  He has rewarded a tertiary system that is inefficient, in which the costs for delivery of services and 
for separations are going up, and where mental health beds are not being used for the purpose of mental health.  
He is rewarding a tertiary system that is not providing the clinical outcomes that he needs.  He has taken money 
away from preventive services, be they public health, primary health, or any area that delivers a more holistic 
approach to long-term health care, and has delivered that money to an acute-based system that is under stress.  It 
is under stress because we are not doing enough at the front end.  As a result, he will make the situation worse in 
the long term.  The short-term cure might be to provide some additional beds, which is the solution he might be 
looking for.  Perhaps the minister is trying to prop up a budget that has been overspent by $200 million.  
However, he would have gained more support if he had brought in a program that reduced the overspending and 
cut the inefficient services within the acute hospitals and provided money to the secondary hospitals, primary 
health care areas or programs and services that keep people out of the tertiary system.  It is the tertiary system 
that is running at a huge loss in terms of outcomes to the community.  People are finding their way into the 
tertiary hospital system as a primary and secondary health system.  It is the most expensive way of delivering 
services.  The rest of the world and other Australian States are looking at ways of building up and reversing the 
process.  Instead of having a hospital-based system, they are looking at a preventive, public and primary health 
care system in which hospital services are the last option rather than the first.  The reality is that, until we have 
made these decisions and turned the situation around, we will continue to have a tertiary system that is blowing 
out its budget and not providing better outcomes for the huge resources invested.  People will still have access 
problems in their local community through general practitioners and other service providers.  The minister has 
done exactly the wrong thing. 
We need to build up primary health care.  It would have been better if the minister, during question time today, 
had indicated where he will spend the money taken from the community-based programs.  The question was 
asked: what will be the increased clinical outcome?  I suspect that none of the money will go to a clinical 
outcome for mental health; it will find its way into an overburdened tertiary hospital system - the monolith of 
expenditure that is overburdened and in desperate need of reform and change in the way services are delivered.  I 
am not having a shot at the people in that system or the people providing first-class effort and services.  I am 
having a shot at the system that is outdated and has not had support in providing community services to prevent 
people piling in and using those services. 
We have only to look at people’s access to general practitioners in our community.  The minister says we are 
overburdened and we must stop hospital bypassing and the ramping of ambulances.  Rather than coming into this 
place with a program that will provide services closer to home and stop people using emergency services for 
primary health care and non-acute-care services, he is stopping preventive programs and is propping up an 
already overburdened and inefficient system.  If we continue to do that, the whole of the health budget - rather 
than 50 per cent of it - will be sucked up by the five tertiary hospitals in Western Australia.  That will not give us 
a better health system.  It will not give us better returns for the money invested.  It will provide less access for 
the community and more expenses with less productivity.  Instead of being in panic mode, the system will go 
into crisis mode. 
We have done well in campaigns connected with cancer and heart disease, which are the two primary areas of 
disease in Western Australia.  They are also the two highest causes of death in this State.  A lot of money and 
effort has been spent and results have been shown in those areas.  Diabetes, obesity and depression are 
conditions that have replaced, to some degree, the huge problems of cancer and heart disease.  Those conditions 
are still there but we are making adequate progress with public education and prevention.  We are facing an 
escalating problem, which will be left to later generations, involving care and the cost of treating type 2 diabetes.  
I happened to visit the Peel Health Campus yesterday and looked at a number of areas, including the renal unit.  
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It shocked me to see the number of young people affected by kidney disease and type 2 diabetes brought on by 
social issues.  They will be long-term patients and require long-term care.  The care will be extremely expensive 
to the taxpayers of Western Australia.  That is the end result of lack of public education, lack of knowledge 
within our community and lack of funding for primary and public health campaigns.  The Government is filling a 
crisis gap and cutting off its nose to spite its face.  It is creating a huge problem for the next generation.  It is 
crisis management that will not work.   
The minister would be applauded and supported if he came into this place, admitted the difficulties in the tertiary 
hospitals and said services would be provided in a different and more cost-effective way; that is, capital works 
would be put into the community to provide better access to services closer to home.  He should say the 
Government will find a way to deliver category 4 and 5 health services rather than have people pile into tertiary 
hospitals.  That is the most expensive way.  The Government can continue to deliver outpatient services through 
tertiary hospitals but it is the most expensive way in Australia of doing it.  That issue must be addressed and the 
minister knows it.  Those are the things that we, as an Opposition, would support if the minister made some 
changes that provide access and clinical service changes.  The cuts he has made have not provided a clinical 
outcome.  They are patching a hole in an overburdened tertiary system that is struggling under its own weight to 
provide services to the masses of people who do not necessarily want tertiary care, but require primary and 
secondary care in hospitals that were not designed to provide it. 
MS S.E. WALKER (Nedlands) [4.06 pm]:  I have only five minutes to speak so I will concentrate on the 
Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service.  Why will I do that?  Because one of my constituents worked there.  In fact, 
when my office rang his office today he was packing his desk and was quite upset.  It is because this minister is 
taking a cold-blooded and callous attitude towards these organisations.  There are other words I could use but I 
would probably be called to order. 
Mr J.A. McGinty:  Your side has already said - 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  The minister is cold-blooded and callous.  He stood in this Chamber today and waxed 
lyrical about knocking off these services.  The minister stands condemned on this issue.  I condemn the minister 
on this because Mr Clarke is a constituent of mine.  I will tell the minister about that organisation so that the 
people of Western Australia understand quite clearly what the organisation is all about. 
The minister did not have the guts to come to the public rally the other day - neither did the Premier.  He did not 
have the guts to turn up.  He knew it was on but did not have the guts to turn up.  That says a lot about his 
character. 

There are two groups in this community: the people who have had their funds cut and the other group that is 
waiting to have its funds cut.  I visited one group in the minister’s community one month ago and he did not turn 
up.  He cannot even be bothered to go to functions in his electorate.  I will quote from a letter I have received.  I 
will not say who wrote this because I know the minister can be spiteful.  It states, in part - 

I write to THANK YOU for your attendance . . .  

Your presence and concern was greatly appreciated by the staff, consumers, families and support people 
of the mentally ill. 

Of great concern to us are the financial cutbacks within W.A’s Health portfolio.  The consequences of 
the imminent closure of many non govt. funded Mental Health Drop In Centres and Mental Health 
Consumer Advocacy Groups will be absolutely disastrous to our society. 

Where will these people go and what will they do? 

What will they do, minister?  What will the people who are feeling suicidal and depressed and who have left 
mental health institutions do?  They go into the community and wake up every day but find they cannot go to the 
local health centre because the minister has decided to close it.  What will happen to those people?  The minister 
obviously does not care because he could not be bothered to turn up at the rally and cannot be bothered to turn 
up at functions in his own electorate.  This is how those people are thinking.  Another letter states, in part - 

We were very pleased to find that some one was concerned about the situation regarding the cuts to 
charitable organisation/not for profit mental health community services. 

The real problem is ‘NOT KNOWING’ what is going to happen until December 03. 

I will read from a document dated August 2003 from the Office of Mental Health.  It is titled “National 
Standards for Mental Health Services - Non-Government Organisations Project - Service Standards for Non-
Government Providers of Community Mental Health Services”.  One of the items mentioned under the heading 
“Guiding Principles” at page 4 is -  
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An approach to consumers and carers that recognises their unique physical, emotional, social, cultural 
and spiritual dimensions.   

The minister knows very well that Derbarl Yerrigan was a unique provider in Western Australia.  The minister 
had the gall in question time today to dissemble to the Parliament and to the people of Western Australia by not 
coming clean and saying that Derbarl Yerrigan is the only service that provides a clinical service.  It was left to 
the Leader of the National Party to point out that to him.  Derbarl Yerrigan is a unique service in Western 
Australia.    

Mr J.A. McGinty:  Are you going to restore the funding to it? 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I have the minister’s number.  I know exactly how he operates. 

On Friday, 19 September 2003, that service was informed that all funding for the Aboriginal community support 
service and the intensive disability support service - both of which are vital mental health services in the Perth 
metropolitan area - had been withdrawn.  That was a cold and callous decision.  The Aboriginal community 
support service has operated out of the Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service for more than eight years.  For more 
than eight years it has had clients established in that vicinity.  However, the minister has wiped it out.  Did the 
minister meet with these people, as he said on Radio 6PR that he would?  He did not.  These people provide a 
unique service to three different cultural groups in the Aboriginal community in Perth. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  This is hypocrisy! 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I turned up to the rally.  Did the minister?  What is happening in this area is absolutely 
disgraceful.  It is shameful of the minister to do this to people, many of whom are young, who are depressed and 
cannot access mainstream services because of their particular issues. The minister waxes lyrical all the time and 
likes to pull in emotive issues.  However, the minister is willing to make this cold and callous decision.  Yes, a 
Liberal Government will restore funding in this area.  Members of the Liberal Party have already committed 
themselves to it.  The minister is a coward. 

MR M.W. TRENORDEN (Avon - Leader of the National Party) [4.12 pm]:  The National Party supports this 
important motion.  There has been much discussion in the past few months about the funding of mental health 
services.  If the minister wants to ask me the same question that he has been asking everyone else, the answer is 
yes; we will put the money back in.  However, I can tell the minister right now that next year’s Auditor 
General’s report on the Department of Health will be qualified, because that agency is not willing to comply with 
the requirements of the Financial Administration and Audit Act.  If the minister is worried about certain 
organisations, he should fix them up.  That is what he needs to do.  However, the minister has taken the drastic 
action of just cutting them adrift.  The problem is not the services that are provided by these organisations.  The 
problem is the culture within these organisations and also within the Department of Health.  The minister will 
find, as surely as I am standing here, that next year the report on his department will be qualified.  What will the 
minister do then?   

Let us get back to the motion.  The throwaway line that the minister has used - namely, that the federal 
Government has cut state funding - is cold comfort in the hands of the hundreds, if not thousands, of people in 
Western Australia who have suddenly had their lives thrown into limbo because of this decision to cut the 
funding to these organisations. 

Dr G.I. Gallop:  It happens to be true.   

Mr M.W. TRENORDEN:  It is not true.  This year there is $14 million in GST funds to the State over and above 
the prescribed payments.  Next year there will be $68 million in GST funds over and above the prescribed 
payments. The minister does not tell the Western Australian public about that.  He is selective about what he 
quotes.  What the minister has said about the funding to this State is not true.  Funding cuts of $11.7 million to 
non-government health organisations were announced on 16 September.  That has prompted some of Australia’s 
leading health professionals to say on the record that Western Australia now has the worst mental health service 
in the nation.  That is contrary to what the minister said in question time.   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  Who is saying that? 

Mr M.W. TRENORDEN:  Wilson is saying that.   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  Why not go to the “National Mental Health Report 2002”, the most recent document -  

Mr M.W. TRENORDEN:  That is typical Yes Minister stuff.  That report is on activities to 2001.  It happens to 
be two years old.  It is hardly relevant to this debate.  The National Party brought this matter of extreme public 
importance to the attention of the public some four weeks ago, after the minister’s involvement in cutting 
funding to these services.  We tried to get the Labor Government to support its own health policy and its own 
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documented and stated promise to the people of Western Australia.  We tried to get the Labor Government to 
stand by that.  Will it do that?  No.  The Labor Government has proved yet again that its policies are pure 
rhetoric.  It has refused to support its own policy commitment to mental health and has added these cuts to a long 
list of broken promises, particularly in health care.  In November 1001 the then Minister for Health, Hon Bob 
Kucera, stated that the Labor Party wanted improved treatment and care for people with a mental illness or 
disorder and the protection of the rights of the mentally ill, their carers and their families.  That has not 
happened.   

I highlighted during question time the case of the 22-year-old pregnant woman who was allegedly murdered by 
her de facto partner.  It had been known for some months that her partner had psychotic problems brought on by 
the overuse of drugs.  Those of us who live outside the metropolitan area know that the use of marijuana and 
other drugs, and petrol sniffing, have a massive impact on Aboriginal communities.  We do not need to go deep 
into the Great Victoria Desert to find that out.  The minister has cut programs and services for Aboriginal people.  
For the minister to say that services will be improved by these cuts is straight out of Yes Minister.  Recently the 
minister discontinued the funding of one of the most successful mental health programs that has ever been 
trialled in Western Australia.  The minister also removed the only visiting mental heath nurse from Quairading, a 
town that is only 300 kilometres from Perth, as opposed to the site of the incident that I talked about earlier, 
which is 1 260 kilometres from Perth.   

The minister’s commitment to mental health services is in tatters.  The member for Fremantle has been the 
Minister for Health for only two months.  The minister’s reputation is falling to pieces.  I said to the minister in 
the car park the other day that he should not have put up his hand for the health portfolio, and he said he did not 
really do that.  I can understand why the minister would not put up his hand to be the Minister for Health.  
However, the minister now has a set of circumstances that he needs to deal with it.  The minister should not 
fiddle around the edges.  He should go straight to the core of the problem.  Part of the problem is that the health 
department refuses to be accountable; and if the health department will not be accountable, the minister is not 
accountable.   

DR G.I. GALLOP (Victoria Park - Premier) [4.17 pm]:  I oppose the motion.  The Government of Western 
Australia has made a huge contribution to the health system in Western Australia in its budget allocations and its 
commitment of taxpayers’ money.  We are now at the limit of our capacity.  As a result of the decision of the 
Commonwealth Government in the Australian Health Care Agreement, we did not receive the degree of funding 
that we expected and that we need.  Therefore, we need to make cuts across the system.  The State Government 
has increased health funding substantially.  Since we came to government, health funding in Western Australia 
has increased by $500 million, from $2.1 billion at the time of the 2001-02 pre-election statement to $2.6 billion 
this year.  That is an increase of 23 per cent, or 18 per cent in real terms, in two and a half years.  That is, of 
course, total health expenditure.  The State’s contribution over the same period, excluding the Australian Health 
Care Agreement, has increased by around $427 million.  That is an increase of 29 per cent, or 23 per cent in real 
terms.  In the 2003-04 budget there was an increase in recurrent appropriations of $232 million, or 9.7 per cent.  
This Government has health funding as its number one budget priority.  That is indicated clearly by the figures 
that I have produced today.  The commonwealth funding offer that we signed up to represents a reduction in 
funding nationally in excess of $1 billion over five years when compared with a continuation of the 1998-99 and 
2002-03 Health Care Agreement.  That represents a reduction for Western Australia of $110.5 million over five 
years.  When the Minister for Health reluctantly signed that agreement, he was absolutely open with the people 
of Western Australia.  He said that as a result of this agreement, the Government would have to cut our health 
budget in Western Australia.   

Mr M.W. Trenorden:  It’s not a valid point.   

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  It is a valid point.   

Mr M.F. Board:  You have a record amount of money coming to Western Australia; it is higher than ever.   

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  I will come to that point.   

The data also shows that in 2002-03, the State’s share of the total funding for public hospitals was at 59 per cent, 
up from 56 per cent in the first year of the agreement, and the Commonwealth’s share had reduced from 35 per 
cent to 34 per cent during that time.  The State has put money into the system and increased the proportion the 
State allocates to public hospitals.  The State Government has an agreement with the Commonwealth that has 
taken $110 million out of Western Australia when compared to the allocation in the previous agreement.  It is a 
reduction of $1 billion for the States and Territories, and $110 million has been taken out of Western Australia.   

This is on top of the other matters that contribute to the situation in Western Australia.  The Commonwealth 
spends less per capita on health services in this State than it spends in other States as a result of the way the 
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Medicare system operates.  If the Commonwealth spent funds in WA at the national average rate, it would 
contribute more than $200 million extra for health services in this State.  The Commonwealth’s expenditure for 
the medical benefit scheme was $352 per person in Western Australia in 2001-02, which was $45 per person less 
than the national average of $397 per person.  To put these claims about the Commonwealth into context, we 
know about problems in aged care in Western Australia, which is reflected in a shortage of nursing home beds 
and pressure being placed on public hospitals.  We know about the decline in bulk-billing and the shortage of 
general practitioners in this State.  We have a shortage of at least 140 GPs.  Western Australia also has fewer 
GPs per capita than the other States; namely, 99.7 GPs per 100 000 population, compared with an equivalent 
national rate of 110 GPs.  We know about the shortages in the outer metropolitan areas of Ellenbrook, Clarkson, 
Merriwa, Mindarie, Quinns Rock and Butler, as well as in our rural and remote areas of Western Australia.  The 
State Government has made a huge contribution, and it is at the limits of its capacity.  What has happened?  The 
health care agreement, when compared to the previous agreement, has taken $110 million from the state system.   

Mr M.W. Trenorden:  It’s not true!   

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  The member should read the commonwealth budget papers, which indicate that $110 million 
has been taken from the system.  

Mr J.H.D. Day:  Isn’t there a 17 per cent increase in health in real terms?   

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  Is the attitude of the Opposition not interesting on these issues?   

Mr J.H.D. Day:  Deal with the facts.   

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  I have given members the facts.  Opposition members have said in one breath that they will 
have a consistent and regular cut in taxation, and in another that they will restore the health cuts and spend 
money in all sorts of areas throughout Western Australia.  They are simply not credible.  I remind the Opposition 
that without any revenue initiatives this year, the State of Western Australia would have received a 0.9 per cent 
increase in revenue from the Commonwealth.  That is all.  I say to the Leader of the National Party and the 
member for Darling Range that they are living in cloud-cuckoo-land.  I will say this about the shadow Minister 
for Health: he has said something interesting today when stating that if cuts are made across the health system, 
he will support the Government in making those cuts.   

Mr M.F. Board:  No, if you take them from tertiary and put them into primary care.  

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  We will be interested to see that support.  The Government is having to make cuts right 
across the system.  It must do so as it is at the limits of its capacity and cannot go further.  Every member of this 
Parliament should be behind me when I go to Canberra and state that we want a fairer deal for Western 
Australia.  Until we get a fairer deal from the Commonwealth and John Howard, the State Government will have 
to make the tough decisions.  No Government likes to make the tough decisions, but they must be made because 
the State is not getting a fair deal from the Commonwealth. 

DR J.M. WOOLLARD (Alfred Cove) [4.25 pm]:  The Minister for Health earlier today quoted from a report 
stating that Western Australian mental health services were wonderful.  I quote now from the Mental Health 
Council of Australia’s review of mental health services in 2003 from a report titled “Out of Hospital, Out of 
Mind”, the summary of which reads - 

 A nation-wide review of the experiences of those who both use and provide mental health services has 
documented that current community-based systems are failing to provide adequate services.  
Specifically, these services are failing in terms of restricted access, variable quality, poor continuity, 
lack of support for recovery from illness or protection against human rights abuses.  In the view of both 
consumers and carers and the health professions who provide services, this does not represent a failure 
of policy but rather a failure of implementation through poor administration, lack of accountability, lack 
of ongoing government commitment to genuine reform and failure to support the degree of community 
development required to achieve high quality mental health care outside of institutional settings.   

What did the minister quote from?  This quote comes from people who know about mental health; namely, those 
who look after people with mental health issues in the community and those who know what services are needed.  
The report outlined actions required, the first of which reads -  

 Lift mental health expenditure to at least 12% of total health expenditure . . .   

The previous Government was trying to get mental health funding up to 10 per cent of the total health budget; 
however, this minister has reduced that percentage.  How will the minister meet this national guideline of 12 per 
cent?  Not very well I suggest.  The report outlines another action - 
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 Development of an agreement between heads of Australian governments to support and review mental 
health reform, and prioritizing an annual reporting system on progress against agreed service 
improvements.   

We will not get that in Western Australia, will we, minister?  Rather than evaluating services, we have cut them.  
As has been stated in this House previously, public hospitals have blown out their budgets.  The minister has 
known for two years that hospitals have not been adhering to their budgets, and he has let them get away with it 
to the extent of millions of dollars of overexpenditure.  The minister then decided to take money away from the 
most vulnerable people in our community - namely, people with mental health disease; those who cannot stand 
up for themselves.  The families and carers who come up to Parliament House in protest are horrified by what 
the Government is doing.  The report also reads - 

 Real & Sustained Innovation 
 Action:  Establishment of a national innovation system with a $100 million initial investment and then 

supported at a level of 5% of recurrent mental health expenditure annually.  

This report states one thing clearly: put money into mental health and do not strip mental health services.  The 
Government is stripping money from people who need care.  Consequently, more people will end up at the 
public teaching hospitals.  They will sit in busy accident and emergency departments for five or six hours 
because people do not have the time or resources to treat and listen to them.  They are not considered a high 
priority.  When they are seen, they are told to go home.  Those with mental illness are not being looking after.  If 
it were not for these community-based organisations, we would have a lot more suicide in the community and 
many more people with mental illness would be admitted to public teaching hospitals.  There would be an 
increase in suicides and family breakdowns.   

When will Labor do what it promised to do when it came into government?  When will the minister listen to the 
community and to the families of people who have mental illness and are saying to the minister, “Please help us 
to look after our family members”? 

MR J.A. McGINTY (Fremantle - Minister for Health) [4.30 pm]:  I want to start my contribution to today’s 
debate with three very simple propositions.  The first is - I do not think anyone in this place would dispute it - 
that the Government cannot meet every demand for health services that is made by members of the community.  
The debate that we should have in the community should be prefaced by the statement that it is about priorities 
and about deciding what the public wants the Government to spend taxpayers’ money on, knowing full well that 
the Government cannot meet every demand that is placed on the system by the public.  The second proposition is 
that health funding in Western Australia is under enormous pressure.  We know that there has been a cut of 
$110 million from the Commonwealth Government over the next five years.   
Mr M.W. Trenorden:  That’s rubbish! 
Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It is not.  The Leader of the National Party should read the federal government budget 
papers, which spell out what the federal Government would give to the State on the basis that the previous 
Australian Health Care Agreement would be rolled over.  The federal Government took $110 million out of 
hospitals in Western Australia to prop up general practitioner services; in other words, it took it from the public 
system and put it into the private system.  That is exactly what occurred.  It was $1 billion nationally and 
$110 million over five years in Western Australia.   
In addition to the commonwealth cuts, there have been budget blow-outs in Western Australia every year, as far 
back as anyone can remember.  Since at least the mid 1990s, and I suspect before that, every year the 
Department of Health and the hospitals in this State have spent more money than they have been given.  Over the 
past five or six years that has generally worked out to be in excess of $100 million a year, and we all know that 
last year the amount of expenditure in excess of what was budgeted for was $164 million.  We know that those 
blow-outs are occurring and that the budgets are under intense pressure.  Those blow-outs are occurring 
substantially in the teaching hospitals.  We are also faced with rising demand from an ageing population and 
from technology.  Everyone in this place knows all those things to be factual.  That is the context in which this 
debate takes place.   
In short, we cannot continue to do everything that we have historically done.  We must make some hard 
decisions to focus expenditure on the core areas of health service.  We are doing that in a number of ways.  First, 
we are dealing with the short-term immediate problem of this financial year.  There will be intense pressure on 
our core services in health.  We will be compromised in our ability -  

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A.P. O’Gorman):  I remind members that interjections are unparliamentary.  I 
have allowed some latitude, but I will have to start clamping down fairly rigidly on those members interjecting 
so that we can hear the minister. 
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Mr J.A. McGINTY:  In the short term, we are dealing with the budgetary problem this year.  If left unchecked, 
there will be massive pressure on the core elements of our health services, which we are not prepared to stand by 
and allow to occur.  Therefore, we want to deal this year with those areas of expenditure that are not core and are 
not priorities, but are duplications and are wasteful.  We want to reduce the expenditure in those areas so that we 
have money to meet the really pressing, urgent, critical needs within our health system. 

Secondly, Mick Reid is undertaking a review of health services in Western Australia.  In the next month, he is 
due to release discussion papers dealing with a whole host of crucial aspects of the way in which health services 
are delivered in Western Australia.  What I hope will come out of his review and report is a blueprint for how we 
can avoid structural duplication in the health service in Western Australia. 

Mr J.H.D. Day:  If there has been a $232 million increase in this year’s budget, why are you under so much 
financial pressure?  Is it because some of that increase was spent last financial year?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  What was put into the budget for this year was based on the midyear review of what was 
expected to be spent in health, and that provided the measure of the increase to which the member has just 
referred, or something of that order - I do not have the exact figures at my fingertips.  The budget blow-out last 
year established a new base on which funding was to be applied, and that simply has not left us with enough 
money to do everything that we currently do.  I think the answer to the member for Darling Range’s question, in 
a broad sense, is yes.  However, if we allowed that rate of expenditure growth to continue, we would again be 
compromising future years.  I agree with what the member for Murdoch said: the substantial blow-out problem 
has occurred in the tertiary hospitals.  That is also where we have been addressing this issue.  The amount of 
$11.7 million has been debated publicly, because the Government has given notice to certain organisations that 
they will not be funded in the future.  The Government is also working intensely internally on the other budgets 
of the administration in Royal Street and in the health areas, particularly associated with the teaching hospitals.   

I hope that the 12 discussion papers calling for public comment that will come out in the next month will provide 
us with a specific blueprint for how we can go about removing structural duplication from our hospital system.  
Those papers will be available for public comment and will provide us with a medium to long-term basis upon 
which to free up more funds to be applied to essential services that are either inadequately funded or not funded 
at all at the moment.   

I will give the example of a couple of hospitals that I have visited in recent days.  I went to the Peel Health 
Campus during the parliamentary break.  The Government opened a new renal dialysis facility, as well as a 
haematology oncology facility, at the Peel Health Campus.  

Mr M.F. Board:  I looked at it yesterday. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It is very impressive, is it not? 

Mr M.F. Board:  You could have invited me to the opening.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  That is what I regard as a core essential service, particularly for the people in the Mandurah 
region to be able to access their renal dialysis locally.  A lesser facility was once there.  That is the sort of thing 
into which we want to be able to redirect funding to make sure that throughout the State we are addressing those 
proper needs.  I also went to Kalgoorlie. 
Mr R.F. Johnson:  Did you invite the member for Kalgoorlie along? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  To the cabinet meeting?  No, he is not a member of Cabinet. 
Mr R.F. Johnson:  No.  Surely you would want to share - 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I just went through the hospital and inspected it.  The new mental health ward at the 
Kalgoorlie Regional Hospital, which came on stream in March this year, the renal dialysis facilities and the 
appointment of a new senior medical officer to the emergency department of that hospital are all essential things 
that are improving the quality of health care delivery to the people of the goldfields.  They are just two hospitals 
that I visited during the parliamentary recess where it was obvious that new, improved facilities are being made 
available.  However, if members look around the place, they will very soon see some serious shortcomings in the 
system as it operates in Western Australia at the moment.  Some of those are ones that, as a matter of great 
urgency, I want to inject new funds into.   
I refer particularly to the situation involving cancer treatment in Western Australia.  Currently, the waiting time 
at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital for people to receive radiation oncology treatment is completely unacceptable.  
The figures that I have seen show that at that hospital the waiting time on one of the linear accelerators is 16 
weeks - this is for non-urgent treatment.  Obviously, the urgent cases are dealt with as a matter of priority. 

Mr M.F. Board:  Some people have to wait 12 months. 
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Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Just let me finish.  In other areas, people have to wait 27 weeks to get their radiation 
therapy at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital.  I will not accept that.  That is the sort of area into which we need to 
inject funds.  We need to get in there and establish what needs to be done for cancer treatment in Western 
Australia to make sure we are meeting that need.  All of these things cost money, but that is a top priority and I 
am not prepared to accept that it should wait because we do not have the money to do it.  Therefore, I want to 
take money from non-core, non-essential areas and put it into the areas that are crucial.   

I will speak briefly about cancer treatment.  We do not train radiation therapists in Western Australia.  In fact, 
there is a shortage.  Staff and machines at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital are working at dramatic overtime levels 
to try to keep up with the demand for services.  We have to do something about training, equipment and waiting 
lists.  I am determined that we will do that.  We will do it in conjunction with the private sector and with 
injections of new money.  These are the types of things on which this Parliament would want the Government to 
spend money because the current situation is completely unacceptable.  Hopefully, Mick Reid will provide us 
with the blueprint of how we should reorganise to avoid duplication -  

Mr M.F. Board:  When will he report?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  He will report in March next year, but next month we will release discussion papers that 
will outline his idea of how things ought to be done to buy in from the general public and clinicians.  We are 
about to enter into that very important second stage.   

Mr J.H.D. Day:  Do you think it might have some resemblance to Health 2020?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  No I do not.  I have read Health 2020 and frankly I was not sure what was being said.  It 
was fairly general and contained ideas rather than specifics.  I want a specific blueprint of how to do things.  I 
found Health 2020 to be too general; it meant everything to every person and that reflected the fact that the 
people who wrote it were local people.  We have now brought in a group of experts - clinical leaders from 
throughout Australia - to give us advice.  They do not have barrows to push and will advise us on how best to 
structure those things.  The first stage is to be able to control this year’s budget so that we are not putting undue 
pressure on the core services in health.  The second stage is Mick Reid’s process to undergo structural change 
and avoid duplication.  The third stage is to redirect the funds that are freed up by both processes into the core 
essential areas of health care delivery.  That is what this Government is on about, and I am very confident that 
the combination of those actions will deliver a health system that does away with waste, duplication and all the 
problems that have beset particularly our public hospital system so that we can inject money into the core mental 
health services, including community-based mental health programs.  We will be able to put more money into 
early intervention and preventive community-based programs, emergency departments, nurses and the type of 
facilities that I have described today.  That is what the Government is trying to do.  It is a good way forward and 
that is what we are doing, even though there will be some pain.  We will make hard decisions, but we are paid, as 
a Government, to make those hard decisions for the benefit of the overall community.   

I will touch briefly on a number of the services to which members opposite referred.  I refer first of all to the Life 
Education program, for which members opposite have indicated some support.  That drug education program in 
schools was reviewed in March this year by the Drug and Alcohol Office.  The conclusion and recommendations 
contained in that report are as follows -  

Overall, there is mixed support for the Life Education program from professionals, with most schools 
that use the program being very positive and most drug education professionals not supporting the 
program except as an adjunct to comprehensive in-school drug education.   

Even in this supplementary role, there is conflicting evidence about the usefulness and potential risks 
associated with the Life Education program.  There is no conclusive evidence about the effectiveness of 
the Life Education program in relation to achieving positive changes in students’ knowledge, attitudes 
and behavioural outcomes.   

What the Life Education program does appear to do well is to engage children in learning about drugs 
in a broader health context and provide parent drug education but with little suspected impact.  Its 
weaknesses include a limited potential to impact on how drug education is taught in schools after the 
visit and a lack of ability to impact on teachers’ ability to implement ongoing best practice drug 
education. 

. . .  

There is no evidence that the funding provided to Life Education programs is resulting in sustainable 
gains in schools’ capacity to implement quality drug education or create appropriate school drug 
policies and practices.  The SDEP was designed to ensure that schools and parents did not have to pay 
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for drug education through the development of sustainable improvements in the ability of teachers and 
schools to implement appropriate initiatives.   

There is good reason for concern that Life Education offers schools an ‘easy’ alternative to the more 
comprehensive and integrated SDEP-based approach, but itself cannot provide the level of support 
needed for schools to implement ongoing best practice school drug education programs and policies 
that meet their particular school and student needs.   

. . .  

Some key stakeholders indicated that without Life Education, some schools would receive no drug 
education at all.  Current research tends to support no drug education being better than drug education 
that is not delivered in compliance with the principals of best practice in relation to drug education.  
Due to the nature of the Life Education program, they are not always able to work within the boundaries 
of best practice.   

Finally, not only has there been limited compliance with the service agreement conditions by both 
agencies providing the Life Education program, in relation to service provision and reporting, but 
LEWA at least has questionable financial viability and has been experiencing operational problems.  At 
the time of the review it was also apparent that the management groups of both LEWA and Midwest 
Life Education (Inc.) had limited background knowledge regarding best practice in drug education.  
They also had limited knowledge regarding the current implementation status of the SDEP, the range of 
other community-based support services available to community groups and very limited general 
knowledge regarding the alcohol and other drug area.   

Consequently, recommendation 1 of the review of this program states that -  

•  Funding of both the Life Education WA (Inc.) and Midwest Life Education (Inc.) program by 
Government cease as of the end of the 2002/03 financial year.  Funding is used to develop a 
program to strengthen the School Drug Education Project and community ties.   

An evaluation was done in March this year and the recommendation was that this program be defunded.  I have 
acted on the basis of that proper assessment and I appreciate that some people who value this project will think 
differently.  However, the action taken, I believe, is soundly based.  I table a copy of that evaluation.   

[See paper No 1561.] 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I now turn to Derbarl Yerrigan because we know that funding for Derbarl Yerrigan is 
problematic and would not be reinstated by the Opposition if it were ever given the opportunity to do so.  I will 
provide a brief background to the Derbarl Yerrigan program.  The Department of Health currently provides 
approximately $4.3 million to Derbarl Yerrigan, $2.3 million of which is for primary health and $2 million for 
aged care.  The Commonwealth provides an equivalent amount of $3.8 million for primary health and an 
estimated $500 000 through Medicare payments.  Over the past six months, half of the executive committee has 
resigned, the chief executive officer has been dismissed and the community membership has met 
unconstitutionally and elected an alternative executive committee.  The state and commonwealth departments 
have placed Derbarl Yerrigan under funds administration.  However, this allows only the funders to control 
financial decisions.  Management of the organisation remains a significant concern.  This situation follows a 
much longer period of funds administration during 2001 and 2002, during which time the organisation was 
brought back from a potential tax debt of $3 million.  Services are continuing; however, staff uncertainty and 
confusion will inevitably undermine the service over time.  The State and Commonwealth Governments have 
Derbarl Yerrigan under funds administration to safeguard the Government’s contracted funds while management 
is unstable.  Derbarl Yerrigan is not being effectively managed and quite frankly it is highly irresponsible for 
people to talk about investing taxpayers’ money in an organisation that fits that description.  That is the reason 
the Opposition will not - and why I will not - restore the funding to Derbarl Yerrigan.  It is not delivering value 
for money in its current management context.  That is not to say that we do not need a psychiatric or mental 
health program specifically designed for Aboriginal people.  However, it must be delivered efficiently and 
effectively to meet real needs.   

At a meeting on 21 July 2003, the commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing advised the executive 
committee of Derbarl Yerrigan that if the current arrangements continued, it did not intend to enter into a 
contract.  The Office of Aboriginal Health had not entered into a new contract prior to the announcement of the 
review of non-government organisations, and funding was provided on a month-to-month basis.  The Aboriginal 
community support service is funded through the Office of Mental Health to provide community-based non-
clinical support to adult Aboriginal people with mental health problems living in the East Metropolitan Health 
Service region.  Activities include assistance to develop and maintain skills required for daily living, improve 
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personal and social interaction, increase participation in community life and decrease the burden of care on 
carers.  Close links are maintained with clinical mental health services.  The latest six-monthly service activity 
reports identified - this is very significant - that the service had 26 registered clients as at 31 July 2003.  More 
recent data provided to the Office of Mental Health on 23 September shows that the service has 32 clients and 
that another 10 people are on the waiting list.  Seven full-time staff are involved.  We have all heard that Derbarl 
Yerrigan’s Aboriginal community support service has 100 clients.  Its reports to the Department of Health state 
that there are either 26 or 32 clients.  That does not represent the delivery of good value for money by an 
organisation capable of doing so, and that is the reason we have taken strong action, notwithstanding the need for 
a culturally specific program for those people who are marginalised and who might otherwise fall through the 
cracks.  I want to redirect money to make sure that service is provided.  However, I do not want to direct money 
to an organisation that has the management Derbarl Yerrigan has. 

The second program Derbarl Yerrigan provides is the intensive disability support service.  It is also funded 
through the Office of Mental Health.  It provides intensive support to people with severe mental health issues 
and disorders who are highly transient and have complex or challenging support needs.  The latest six-monthly 
service activity reports identified 21 registered clients as at 31 July 2003.  More recent data provided to the 
Office of Mental Health on 23 September 2003 identified 18 clients.  Two staff are involved in that service.   

These are not easy decisions.  However, the Western Australian Aboriginal Community Controlled Health 
Organisation was de-funded because it was not delivering services on the ground to Aboriginal people who 
suffer the worst health outcomes in the country.  Money was not being directed to that end and there were 
allegations of fraud and theft.  I will not see taxpayers’ money poured into those sorts of organisations.  Frankly, 
Derbarl Yerrigan is under funds administration, and I do not want money put into it.  I notice that the member for 
Nedlands has said that the Opposition would put money back into an organisation as unstable as Derbarl 
Yerrigan currently is.  Quite frankly, that would be a waste of taxpayers’ money.   

Mr R.F. Johnson:  I have had meetings with the different mental health groups in my electorate, as, I am sure, 
have the member for Joondalup and others.  There are a lot of them.  Staff have great concerns.  They do not 
know where they stand.  They want to know whether they need to look for another job.  Can you give them some 
assurance?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  According to the Auditor General, 470 non-government organisations are funded by the 
Department of Health.  He has said that the health department has not done the right thing.  The proper processes 
are not in place and programs are historically funded.  The department is not looking at the outcomes, and proper 
contractual arrangements are not in place.  That is the process we are going through.  If in doing that we find that 
organisations are not providing value for money, we will not continue to fund them.  However, the 
overwhelming bulk of those 470 organisations have absolutely nothing to fear if they are providing on-the-
ground services, particularly clinical services to people with mental illnesses.  That is the area we want to fund.  
However, we will not to be able to do so unless we direct the funding into important areas.   

MR D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN (Mitchell - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [4.53 pm]:  There is widespread 
community concern about the $12 million funding cuts the Labor Government is forcing on community-based 
health programs.  Not only the organisations that are or may be affected by the cuts are concerned, especially 
about their future and security.  Concern has been expressed by the staff directly involved in those organisations, 
as the member for Hillarys just alluded to, regarding the clientele who take advantage of and get the benefits 
from the activities of those organisations and very successful programs; and the immediate and wider families of 
clients of those programs.  It is no wonder that those strong concerns have been relayed to members of this 
Parliament, and it is no secret that a number of members have indicated their support for those community 
groups and their opposition to the Government’s health cuts.  One such member is the member for Bunbury, who 
at a rally last week referred to these cuts as an appalling decision.  He said that he disagreed with them to the 
bottom of his bones.   

Mr M.W. Trenorden:  Let us see how he votes.   

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Yes, let us see how he votes.  He referred to the cuts as short-sighted in the 
extreme and said that he would work his backside off to have this appalling decision overturned.  We know that 
other Labor Party members, particularly those who know these programs are operating in their electorates, feel 
the same way.  The electorates of Albany and Mandurah are serviced by programs that will be cut.  I understand 
that the member for Swan Hills personally supports the Australian Red Cross.  We know that the Red Cross 
family support service will also be cut.  The cardiac rehabilitation program operates in the electorate of Riverton.  
The member for Kimberley obviously has a very strong and passionate belief in Aboriginal welfare and health 
programs, some of which are being cut and have been referred to today.  Those members, plus the members for 
Collie, Geraldton, Joondalup, Wanneroo, Innaloo and others, surely have a responsibility to stand up for their 
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local communities and fight for the programs that have benefited people in their electorates.  They must 
undertake their most fundamental responsibility as an elected member of Parliament and fight for and represent 
the interests of their local communities and the people who elected them to Parliament.  More than at any other 
time, this is an opportunity for members of the Labor Party to at long last demonstrate that they are prepared to 
stand up for their local communities - their individual electorates - by crossing the floor and joining with the 
Liberal and National Parties in opposing the Government’s $12 million funding cuts to community-based health 
programs.   

A rally was held in my area last week at the same time as the rally in Perth.  It was attended by representatives 
from a range of these programs and the people who have benefited from them.  The rally heard from a young 
lady who had benefited from a mental health program, people who work in these programs and the families of 
people who have benefited from the programs.  These cuts amount to nothing more than a callous initiative by 
this Government.  They certainly are short-sighted.  That is the view of the broader community.  We in the 
Liberal Party call on individual Labor Party members to put politics to one side, work in the interests of their 
local communities and join us in opposing what the Government is doing.   

Question put and a division taken with the following result - 

Ayes (22) 

Mr R.A. Ainsworth Mr J.H.D. Day Mr W.J. McNee Mr T.K. Waldron 
Mr C.J. Barnett Mrs C.L. Edwardes Mr B.K. Masters Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan Mr J.P.D. Edwards Mr P.D. Omodei Dr J.M. Woollard 
Mr M.J. Birney Mr B.J. Grylls Mr P.G. Pendal Mr J.L. Bradshaw (Teller) 
Mr M.F. Board Ms K. Hodson-Thomas Mr R.N. Sweetman  
Dr E. Constable Mr R.F. Johnson Mr M.W. Trenorden  

Noes (28) 

Mr P.W. Andrews Dr G.I. Gallop Mr J.A. McGinty Mr J.R. Quigley 
Mr J.J.M. Bowler Mrs D.J. Guise Mr M. McGowan Ms J.A. Radisich 
Mr C.M. Brown Mr J.N. Hyde Ms S.M. McHale Mrs M.H. Roberts 
Mr A.J. Carpenter Mr J.C. Kobelke Mr A.D. McRae Mr D.A. Templeman 
Mr A.J. Dean Mr R.C. Kucera Mr N.R. Marlborough Mr P.B. Watson 
Mr J.B. D’Orazio Mr F.M. Logan Mrs C.A. Martin Mr M.P. Whitely 
Dr J.M. Edwards Ms A.J. MacTiernan Mr M.P. Murray Ms M.M. Quirk (Teller) 

            

Pairs 

 Mr M.G. House Mr S.R. Hill 
 Mr A.D. Marshall Mr E.S. Ripper 

Question thus negatived. 
 


